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A social organization can stand on the world stage and promote the

"Silk Road" with a unique public welfare model; To tell Chinese

stories well in the international context and spread Beijing warm

temperature around; This is an international volunteer team which

have created the Beijing international guest hall and advocate

"Peace+1". The international exchange tower base, which has been

built in spite of winds and rains for 20 years, has continuously

released the positive energy of political self-confidence, national

self-confidence and cultural self-confidence.The Foundation sent

out the voice of Chinese NGOs through the global cooperation

network: "Here we are". UNESCO and many governments praised their

actions: "The Foundation’s contribution to the world peace is

priceless".
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（Photo: hundreds of ambassadors fly doves of peace during the 8th "Peace
Garden Peace Festival"）

The specific work in 2021 is as follows:：

I. We will continue to carry out people's diplomacy in the

service of international peace and public welfare.

We continue to take the sustainable development goal of the

United Nations, the national "Silk Road" initiative and the

functional construction of the "four centers" in Beijing as

our central tasks, jointly establish and carry out

international public welfare work under the new situation,

uphold the ideas of peace, solidarity and development, and

continue to play the International, cultural and public

welfare cards. Taking the ten sections of "Silk Road Cultural

Interaction" jointly established by our foundation and

UNESCO as the working domain, we have actively carried out

grounded, warm and fruitful work through various forms and

efforts. It has been affirmed and supported by CPC and

government departments at all levels and highly praised by

government leaders, UNESCO and the international

community.
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With the support of CPC and government departments at all

levels, focusing on the celebration of the 100th

anniversary of the founding of the CPC, the Beijing Winter

Olympics and the construction of an "International

Consumption City" and a "Museum City", our foundation has

given full play to the international influence and social

responsibility of NGOs and launched a series of work

projects with ideological power, influence and innovation.

With same ideal and different stories, a total of 132 online

and offline activities were carried out. Dignitaries,
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government organizations, international organizations,

entrepreneurs, experts and scholars, medias and youth

representatives from more than 160 countries participated

in the interaction. More than 100 reports were broadcast

by mainstream media at home and abroad, and the official

website of UNESCO was broadcast live around the world for

many times.11 public welfare cooperation agreements were

signed and 7 new public welfare research bases were

established with relevant universities. The Foundation also

donated money for medical research, epidemic prevention

and control, plateau border service men’s children, flood

victims in Henan, and so on. Together with ambassadors of

various countries in China and well-known artists, experts

and scholars, we have launched a series of salons on music,

science and technology again, opening a new development

situation.

II. United with the international community and

government organizations to build "Silk Road"

1.The new external situation and new task requirements

also require new work ideas. The "8th Peace Festival of

Peace Garden" and the "3rd Global Youth photography
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competition" jointly organized by the Foundation and

UNESCO highlight solidarity and trust in special times.

They are organized in the international community of Peace

Garden with the slogan of peace, solidarity, trust and

development, and won the viewing and cheering of hundreds

of millions of people in all countries in the global live

broadcast of the United Nations, representatives of

relevant UN agencies and ambassadors to China once again

participated enthusiastically online and offline, gathered

together to make a voice and participate in the grand

event.The event was supported by the Chinese people's

Association for friendship with foreign countries, the

China Association of international friends, the Beijing

Overseas Friendship Association, the Beijing People's

Association for friendship with foreign countries, the

citizens' committee, Beijing Municipal Bureau of cultural

relics, the Beijing Council for the promotion of foreign

affairs, the municipal Federation of overseas Chinese,

Beijing Municipal Women's Federation, the Beijing

International Studies University, the Beijing University of

architecture, the Canadian International School, the

Pakistan International School and the Mission Corps in
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China. H.E.Ms.Ramos, assistant director general of

UNESCO,H.E.Ms.Nada, deputy director general of the United

Nations human rights organization, H.E.Ms.Peng Yumei,

regional director of the International Federation of Red

Cross and Red Crescent Societies in East Asia, former

Egyptian Prime Minister H.E.Mr.Sharaf, chairman of the

Foreign Affairs Commission of Pakistan H.E.Mr. Mohamed, and

multinational ambassadors to China delivered wonderful

speeches on peace and security, dialogue among

civilizations, global governance, post epidemic economy,

future science and technology, Youth space . Dignitaries,

foreign envoys in China, government officials,

representatives of international organizations, people

from all walks of life and youth representatives from more

than 150 countries participated in the grand meeting. They

took a gratifying step in understanding China's plan,

transmitting Beijing's temperature and exchanging the

vision of Hong Kong and Macao. In the eternal journey of

peace, representatives of all countries jointly released

doves of peace and concluded a pact of peace and solidarity.
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2.The third "global youth photography competition" was

held successfully

With the expectations of all sectors of society, around the

"Silk Road Cultural Interactive Atlas" project, the "Silk Road

photography exhibition in the eyes of young people" was

grandly held. H.E.Prof. Shahbaz Khan, UNESCO representative

in China, announced the winning works of the third "Silk

Road in the eyes of young people" International

Photography competition at the event. He introduced that

the theme of this competition is "textiles and costumes"

and "intercultural communication during COVID-19". In

more than 3000 selected entries from all over the world, 6

international famous professional judges have selected 3
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winners and 2 honorary prizes from among 14-17 years age

groups and 18-25 years age groups which have been

exhibited in Peace Garden Peace Festival and will be

conducted a global exhibition tour in due course.He

pointed out that the epidemic has blocked us, but it has not

stopped our imagination and education. These young people

have explored the beautiful moments on the Silk Road with

a vision of hope and promoted mutual exchange,

understanding and trust. This is our confidence in building

a better tomorrow.

3.Paying attention to developing countries, supporting

Africa and other regions, coordinating development with

common progress and mutual support are the consensus of

international peace.

As a partner of the Pan African Peace Forum,at the Luanda

Biennale jointly organized by the Foundation, UNESCO, the

African Union and the Angolan government, we expounded

the importance of maintaining China Africa traditional

friendship and enhancing and promoting the space and

expectation of cultural, economic and public health

cooperation.

Together with the Jamaican Embassy in China, which holds
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the rotating presidency of the Caribbean countries, we held

the exhibition of the "China Caribbean Silk Road Cultural

Corridor”, and invited a number of foreign envoys from

more than 20 countries in Europe and the United States,

representatives of international organizations and Chinese

and foreign artists to witness the strategic cooperation

agreement signed between Dr. Li and H.E.Ambassador Hugh.

The two sides will work in film, music, sports fields to

establish a "Silk Road" cultural corridor in visual arts and

other fields. It is an effective practice of concretizing

and regionalizing the "initiative" to realize the cross

Pacific hand in hand between Beijing and the Caribbean

countries. We have supported the country's overall

diplomatic work, enhanced friendship and opened up space

for cooperation in the fields of culture, economy and

public health.

4. To safeguard women's rights and interests, to give full

play to women's strength and role, and to give more support

and development impetus to women around the world play

a important role in strengthening global coordinated

development and giving full play to effective resources in

the construction of the "Silk Road". The side meeting of the
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47th session of the UN Human Rights Committee was held by

the Foundation, Beijing NGO Network for International

Exchanges, Beijing Women’s Federation,China Association

for the promotion of family planning in Peace Garden

Museum. Experts and scholars from various countries and

representatives of international organizations shared

successful cases, spoke for women's rights and interests, and

worked together to promote gender equality and women's

empowerment. Reflect the implementation of the Beijing

Declaration and platform for action. H.E.Ms.Nada , deputy

director general of the United Nations human rights

organization, pointed out the significance of building a

community with a shared future for mankind at the meeting.

5.To support the Beijing Winter Olympic Games and

Paralympic Games, highlight the style of the city of double

Olympics and carry forward the sports spirit, our Council

has long been the first to arrange and support the snow

training of China's ice and snow athletes in Japan and other

places, and challenge the Olympic medals with good

achievements.Together with the United Front Work

Department of the municipal Party committee and the

Beijing Municipal Bureau of cultural relics, we have created
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many art works such as photography, painting and

installation based on ice and snow, which are displayed in

three parts: natural ice and snow, the light of the Winter

Olympic Games and the beauty of China, which help many

national dignitaries and representatives of international

organizations see the rich ice and snow cultural resources

and original art works with Chinese characteristics, and

help the ice and snow art add luster to the Winter Olympic

Games. The artist's works are also displayed at Olympic

venues and important landmarks in Beijing, helping Beijing

2022 Winter Olympic Games and bringing China's ice and snow

sports and art to the world.
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We invited the wives of envoys from 20 countries of Asia,

Europe, America and the Pacific to welcome the Winter

Olympics in the form of song and dance and "Silk Road"

cultural food collection at Peace Garden Museum. They

visited the signature flag of the Beijing Olympic Games in

August 2008, which was collected by the Peace Garden

Museum in Beijing. It was recorded that we have invited

embassies of various countries to jointly sign the Olympic

flag by peaceful running to resist the voice of
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international disharmony. The foreign envoys offered best

wishes to the Beijing Winter Olympics and hope to help the

world know China better.

6. Carbon neutralization and green travelling are

important initiatives for environmental protection in the

world. It is the call of public welfare to share one earth

and cherish one's own home. June 3 is the "world cycling day"

of the United Nations. Together with the Embassy of the

neutral country Turkmenistan in China, we invited foreign

envoys of 26 "Silk Road" countries, representatives of the

Chinese Ministry of foreign affairs and the United Nations,

the SCO and young people to participate in the second

green cycling event with the theme of "International Peace
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and Trust - Health and Connectivity". We signed the peace

proposal to jointly fight the epidemic and jointly build a

green "Silk Road". We introduced China's anti epidemic

experience and presented anti epidemic materials to the

representatives of participants . On the occasion of the

100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party

of China and China's proposal to strengthen the

construction of international communication capacity, the

successful event of "World Bicycle Day" is of special role and

significance.
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7.To strengthen cultural self-confidence and show cultural

charm by actively promoting the construction and

development of Beijing Museum city. During the China

cultural relics International Expo, we held "collection

exhibition of national collection institutions along the

Silk Road countries" and "Silk Road paper cutting art

exhibition" with Beijing Municipal Bureau of cultural relics

and Beijing Municipal Association for the protection of

cultural relics in Peace Garden Museum. Representatives of

UNESCO, IFRC, diplomatic envoys and representatives of

cultural and Expo institutions attended the event and

signed the letter of initiative which propose that various

museums and collection institutions in countries along the

"Silk Road" will use "collections" as the medium to

strengthen interactive exchanges. We work to activate

cultural relics and build a community with a shared future

for mankind in the exchange and mutual learning of

civilizations. We have been shining the golden card of

Beijing's history and culture by events cross time and

space.

8.Music knows no borders. To understands classics,
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appreciates art, combines the comparison of eastern and

western music with traditional and modern music, we take

music as the medium to gather music lovers and artists from

all countries to integrate in music and sing the same song

in the melody of peace. More than 300 "Silk Road" Peace

Garden classical concerts have been held continuously,

which have been highly praised. Central Conservatory of

music, China Conservatory of music, China Opera and dance

theatre, National Grand Theatre and international

musicians came to Peace Garden museum to give public

benefit performances and lectures for music lovers from all

over the world. It promotes the cultural interaction

between the East and the West with music art.
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9.To build an international consumption city and carry

forward Chinese food culture, we explore the commonness

and characteristics of food sources in countries along the

Silk Road, meet friends by having delicious food together,

understand different cultures, and realize multi-cultural

exchanges and presentation. "Beijing consumption

season · China Style Cuisine enterprise star kitchen show"

was launched in Peace Garden Museum. When we held it

together with the Beijing Bureau of Commerce, Beijing

Cuisine Association and many foreign embassies in China, we

clearly regarded it as the window of "Silk Road" Cuisine

culture.It has formed a value chain of talents, skills,

equipment, products and logistics. It also promotes the

domestic and international double circulation of the food

industry in the new era of service trade cooperation.

III ． Guided by Party building and jointly promoting

business development

1. This year marks the 100th anniversary of the founding

of the CPC. Taking this opportunity , the foundation will

go all out to do a good job by promoting standardized

construction and improving the ability of Party
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organizations to perform their duties; It will stimulate the

vitality of Party building and help Party organizations to

innovate ideas; It deepens the integration of Party

building and business, and forms an effective

complementary guarantee mechanism.

In 2021, the CPC Central Committee issued a call for party

history learning and education to the whole party. Under

the leadership of the joint party committee, the Party

branch of the foundation carried out various forms of party

history learning and education activities, such as

knowledge competition, visiting the red education base ,

visiting art exhibitions and so on. Closely focusing on the

theme of party history learning and education, we carried

out Thematic Party lessons for 4 times and concentrated

learning for 7 times online and offline.

2.The Party branch also focused on learning the spirit of

the important speech made by the general secretary at the

general meeting to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the

founding of the Communist Party of China, continuously

deepened the study of party history, systematically

mastered the major theoretical achievements of the

Communist Party of China in promoting the Sinicization of
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Marxism, learned and inherited the great spirit forged by

the Communist Party of China in its long-term struggle, and

deeply understood the success of the Communist Party of

China in promoting revolution Valuable experience in

construction and reform. By carrying out various activities

such as visiting red scenic spots, we have promoted mutual

contact with everyone and guided employees to establish a

positive outlook on life, values and world outlook ，

continuously enhancing the cohesion and centripetal force

of the organization, and consolidating the party building

brand of "Gather strength by adding firewood".

3.The Party branch also incorporated the party building

work into the overall layout of the central work and unified

it with focusing on work and leading the team to ensure that

the main responsibility is not weakened and suspended.

While grasping the basic principles, we should develop

flexibly, actively explore and innovate, strengthen basic

guarantee, solve new situations and problems in the party

construction of social organizations, strive to build the

party organization into the organizer, promoter and

practitioner of the development of various undertakings of

the institution, and concentrate on the development of
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foundation and museum.

IV.To strengthen internal construction and accomplish the

staffs

We improve service ability and conduct with international

volunteer standards, and give better play to social role

with more professional ability. The foundation put forward

the code of conduct for internal construction, "double ten

articles", "ten requirements and ten don't's" and seven codes

of practice to educate and train staffs with the guiding

ideology of science, creation, self-discipline, feelings,

responsibility and dedication. The purpose is to ensure

that all staff can strictly and consciously carry out their

work in accordance with the norms. All comrades of our

association are required to treat every work with a high

sense of responsibility. With high standards, strict

requirements and creative handling of everything, all

comrades of our association ignore fame and wealth, work

without complaint, make selfless dedication, and fully

embody the spirit of love and dedication.

Although we simply and briefly introduced some features

and sections of our public welfare actions, the reports of
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the mainstream media and the echo of the international

community have more far-reaching significance and

communication power. This is a picture of forging ahead

with the support of the government and all walks of life.

It is an achievement of this innovation under the guidance

of the board of directors, the board of supervisors and

expert consultants. The international situation and

epidemic development in 2022 are still complex and

uncertain. Therefore, promoting world peace, national

rejuvenation and cultural power through people's diplomacy,

cultural interaction, digital public welfare and youth

growth remains the theme of our public welfare charity. We

have made future work plans with UNESCO and made

cooperation plans with many government departments in

Beijing, Responsibilities and obligations will make us more

mature. We will announce it one by one in a series of public

welfare activities and projects.

Beijing International Peace Culture Foundation

December 10, 2021


